REFUNDABLE DYNAMIC API

The Refundable Dynamic API provides your
customers with a personalised Refundable
Booking option in your checkout, which is
driven by real-time pricing and content via
API, to deliver maximum revenue to your
business and significantly increase your
operating margin.
The Dynamic API connects Members to the
Protect Platform AI, which continuously analyses
each customer’s data points and produces an
optimal Refundable sales placement for each
customer, which is personalised based on their
customer persona and booking profile including
booking type, times, location and more.
This results in the highest up-take and more
effective pricing to generate a significant revenue
stream per unit and higher customer satisfaction.
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OPTIMAL REVENUE STREAM
You will earn a majority share of each Refundable
Booking fee which will result in a significant
return per unit you sell.
This revenue stream is significantly larger than
static pricing models as it generates an offering
that is designed to convert and drive more revenue,
and it continuously improved through the
optimization of millions of pricing and content
variations by the Protect Platform AI.

CONTENT CONTROL
The Dynamic API presents your customers with a
User Interface that is specifically designed based on
their individual data parameters to ensure maximum
conversion and customer experience.
Wording, format, CTAs and more are all continuously
A/B tested by Protect for each customer, booking
type, time of booking and more to ensure the most
optimal visuals at the right time to convert which
leads to improved customer experience.

DYNAMIC PRICING
The pricing to each customer is also entirely variable
based the customer’s data points to generate you a
minimum of $0.06 per $1 you process – resulting in a
significant revenue stream delivering $600,000
per $10M of your gross sales.
By using the Dynamic API, you can maximize the
fee charged to each customer without harming
the up-take, your return will be much higher
than offering Refundable Bookings using a static
pricing model.

EMBEDDED SERVICES
Another benefit to the Dynamic API is the ability to
offer additional products which are highly relevant to
the customer and their booking to further maximize
the revenue opportunity and provide a 360-degree
product experience in your industry.
From accommodation, transportation to other ancillary
services that the customer is likely to need, the
dynamic API will recommend products that convert
and add value to each customer experience.

MACHINE LEARNING & A/B

TECHNOLOGY

The Refundable Dynamic API produces a sales
placement with pricing based on continuous
analysis of your customer data sets, as well as
being influenced by trends and behaviour the
Protect Platform AI observes from your industry,
region and the customer type.

The Dynamic API is a two-way API that transfers
customer and booking data requests to the Protect
Platform which sends a request back to the UI
Widget implemented into your checkout and
which is personalised to each customer.

The Protect Platform AI uses machine learning
and rigorous A/B testing to achieve perfect price
points and content to be automatically provided
to customers.

Requests are responded to within an average
of 100ms from a pre-built cache of all possible
response variations and uses Microsoft Azure’s
auto-scaling infrastructure.

